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‘there are hours of innocent amusement yet to be had about the effect of section 422B.’
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1. INTRODUCTION

The question that this essay seeks to answer can initially be stated simply: what procedural fairness duties do the Migration Review Tribunal (‘MRT’) and Refugee Review Tribunal (‘RRT’) owe to visa applicants? The answer to this question is not so straightforward. This is because it requires an analysis of the interplay between the broad natural justice hearing rule duties that exist at common law and the narrower duties that are set out in the Migration Act 1958 (Cth) (‘the Migration Act’).

The Migration Act provides detailed procedures that must be followed when the MRT and RRT are reviewing decisions made by the Minister for Immigration, Multicultural and Indigenous Affairs.1

In Re MIMIA; Ex parte Miah2 the High Court held3 that the procedures contained within the Migration Act did not constitute an exhaustive code of procedures, as a clear legislative intention to exclude the common law hearing rule could not be found. The focus of this essay is on Parliament’s legislative response to Miah and to what extent it has succeeded in excluding the common law hearing rule.

A The Migration Legislation Amendment (Procedural Fairness) Act 2002 (Cth)

Parliament responded to Miah with the Migration Legislation Amendment (Procedural Fairness) Act 2002 (Cth) (‘the Amendment Act’). The Explanatory Memorandum for the Bill states:
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In Re MIMA; Ex parte Miah … the High Court held … that the “code of procedure” … in Subdivision AB of Division 3 of Part 2 of the Act did not exclude common law natural justice requirements. The majority considered that such exclusion would require a clear legislative intention and that there was no such clear intention in the Act.

The purpose of this Bill is to provide a clear legislative statement that the “codes of procedure” identified in the Bill are an exhaustive statement of the requirements of the natural justice hearing rule in relation to the matters they deal with.

Six sections were inserted by the Amendment Act.

Sections 51A, 97A, 118A and 127A, inserted at the beginning of Subdivisions AB, C, E and F respectively of Div 3 of Part 2 of the Migration Act all state:

**Exhaustive statement of natural justice hearing rule**

(1) This Subdivision is taken to be an exhaustive statement of the requirements of the natural justice hearing rule in relation to the matters it deals with.

(2) Sections 494A to 494D, in so far as they relate to this Subdivision, are taken to be an exhaustive statement of the requirements of the natural justice hearing rule in relation to the matters they deal with.

Sections 494A to 494D provide methods by which the Minister must serve documents and when a person is taken to have received such documents.

Section 357A, inserted at the beginning of Div 5 of Part 5, states:

**Exhaustive statement of natural justice hearing rule**

(1) This Division is taken to be an exhaustive statement of the requirements of the natural justice hearing rule in relation to the matters it deals with.

(2) Sections 375, 375A and 376 and Division 8A, in so far as they relate to this Division, are taken to be an exhaustive statement of the requirements of the natural justice hearing rule in relation to the matters they deal with.

Sections 375, 375A and 376 allow the Minister to decide whether information can be disclosed to the MRT. Division 8A of Part 5 provides procedures for the MRT to give or receive review documents.

Section 422B, inserted at the beginning of Div 4 of Part 7 states:

**Exhaustive statement of natural justice hearing rule**

(1) This Division is taken to be an exhaustive statement of the requirements of the natural justice hearing rule in relation to the matters it deals with.

(2) Sections 416, 437 and 438 and Division 7A, in so far as they relate to this Division, are taken to be an exhaustive statement of the requirements of the natural justice hearing rule in relation to the matters they deal with.

Section 416 provides that when a person makes a second application to the RRT, the RRT may, but need not, have regard to information contained in the first application. Sections 437 and 438 regulate the disclosure of certain information. Division 7A of Part 7 provides procedures by which the RRT can give or receive review documents.
For convenience I will refer to ss 51A, 97A, 118A, 127A, 357A and 422B collectively as the ‘exhaustive clauses’.

**B Problem to be answered**

This essay seeks to analyse the effect the Amendment Act has had on the natural justice hearing rule obligations that the MRT and RRT owe to visa applicants. The scope has been limited to the MRT and RRT because these Tribunals represent, for the majority of visa applicants, the final decision-making stage. Although this means that only ss 357A (relating to MRT reviews) and 422B (relating to RRT reviews) are examined, the general principles established apply by analogy to the other exhaustive clauses.

It is clear that a reviewable error occurs when the statute is not complied with and that no error occurs when both the statute and common law requirements are complied with. However, when the statute is complied with but the common law is not, determining whether the MRT or RRT has fallen into error depends on the operation of ss 357A and 422B. How these sections operate is presently unclear.

Chapter II analyses the three interpretive approaches that have been afforded to the exhaustive clauses, seeking to determine which is most defensible from a statutory construction perspective. I argue that these three interpretations have been mischaracterised as merely being a choice between ‘wide’ and ‘narrow’, and that this has resulted in some cases arriving at decisions which the authorities that they rely on would not have arrived at.

Chapter III analyses the extent to which the Amendment Act, once properly construed, has modified the natural justice hearing rule duties owed by the MRT and RRT. A conceptual framework is presented to determine which common law duties are excluded by the exhaustive clauses, and which are still owed. The Chapter also illustrates how the characterisation problem outlined in Chapter II can lead Courts on review into error. Finally, Chapter III demonstrates, as a case study, that the apparently conflicting cases of MIMIA v Lay Lat and Antipova v MIMIA were both correctly decided according to the framework that I propose.

This essay concludes that, despite Parliament’s apparent intention to codify the natural justice hearing rule, there are still some common law natural justice hearing rule obligations which apply to decisions made by the MRT and RRT. Determining which common law obligations apply depends, to a large extent, on the grammatical wording of the statutory obligations. In addition, as a result of the Amendment Act, Courts may be more likely to suffuse the statutory obligations with common law values.

**II INTERPRETING THE EXHAUSTIVE CLAUSES**

The Courts’ focus has centred on the meaning of the phrase ‘in relation to the matters it deals with’. As the exhaustive clauses state that particular divisions and subdivisions are exhaustive statements of the natural justice hearing rule in relation to the matters they deal with, it is necessary to determine exactly what the division or subdivision deals with before a Court can establish what the division or subdivision is an exhaustive statement of.

Three different interpretations have arisen. The first (referred to here as the ‘whole division approach’) holds that the whole division (or subdivision where appropriate) deals with one matter: the natural justice hearing rule. Under this approach, any obligations which exist at common law but are not imposed by the Migration Act are extinguished because the
division, as a single entity, is taken to be an exhaustive statement of the natural justice hearing rule in its entirety. On the other hand, the second interpretation (referred to here as the ‘exact text approach’), holds that each individual section of the division or subdivision deals with the particular obligation imposed by the exact text of that section, and nothing more.

Between these two approaches, a third interpretation (referred to here as the ‘individual sections approach’) agrees with the exact text approach in holding that it must be the individual sections which are examined rather than the division or subdivision as a whole, but differs from the exact text approach in holding that a section can ‘deal with’ more than just the exact text of the section. Under this approach, analysis must be undertaken to determine exactly what each section deals with, but it may be more general than the exact obligation that the text of the section provides.13

This chapter seeks to establish that the individual sections approach should be preferred over the whole division and exact text approaches.

The debate between these interpretations has in some instances been mischaracterised as being merely a choice between a ‘narrow’ and ‘wide’ interpretation of the matters which the sections deal with.14 The ‘narrow’ cases typically cited are WAJR v MIMIA15 and Moradian v MIMIA,16 the ‘wide’ cases being NAQF v MIMIA17 and Wu v MIMIA.18 Whilst the latter cases are certainly ‘wider’ than the former, this artificial dichotomy does not tell the full story. This is because all four of these authorities adopt either the exact text or individual sections approach: none adopt the whole division approach.

The judges who have ruled in the principal authorities have asked themselves two questions. The first is whether the division is, in and of itself, an exhaustive statement of the natural justice hearing rule, or whether the individual sections must be examined to determine what they deal with. If the whole division is the exhaustive statement, no further enquiry is needed. However, if it is the sections which must be examined, then a second question follows: do the sections deal only with the exact obligations that they provide, or do they deal with something more general? This is the question on which the principal authorities in the Federal Court are currently divided, with WAJR and Moradian (the ‘narrow’ cases) adopting the exact text approach, and NAQF and Wu (the ‘wide’ cases) adopting the more general characterisation (the individual sections approach). Several cases, though, have followed what they call the ‘wide’ line of authority but have in fact adopted the whole division approach, notwithstanding that NAQF and Wu explicitly reject this approach.19

A Is the whole division exhaustive of the matter it deals with or are the individual sections exhaustive of the matters they deal with?

1 Case law

In NAQF v MIMIA20 the applicant complained that the MRT misled him into not adducing evidence by implying that a visa would be granted and that therefore the only decision to be made related to the conditions of the visa.21 Lindgren J held that the applicant was not misled by the MRT’s conduct.22 Given this finding, it was unnecessary to discuss the application of s 357A but Lindgren J chose to because the point was argued at length.23

The Minister submitted that so long as ‘there can be found at least one provision within Div 5 giving protection of a ‘natural justice hearing rule’ kind’,24 then the ‘matters it deals with’ must be interpreted to mean all procedural aspects of the conduct of reviews.25 His Honour rejected that submission, relying on the fact that Parliament has previously excluded natural justice with unqualified wording (such as s 476(2)(a)) and had not done so in this case.26 His
Honour held that a search must be made within the division for a provision ‘dealing with’ a relevant ‘matter’, but did not identify the full reach of the expression.27

The decision in NAQF can be contrasted with cases which have adopted the ‘whole division approach’.28 The most important of these is MIMIA v Lay Lat.29

In Lay Lat the Minister had refused the visa application on the basis that he was not satisfied that the requirements of reg 131.214 were met.30 Regulation 131.214 requires that an applicant must not be involved in business or investment practices which would not be acceptable in Australia.31 The applicant claimed that he was denied procedural fairness because the Minister did not put to him that his application might be refused on those grounds.32

The Full Court33 first held that there was no denial of procedural fairness,34 because the applicant had in fact received correspondence from the Department asking for evidence relating to how he accumulated his substantial wealth35 and other evidence before the Court indicated that the applicant appreciated that the issue would be an important one in determining his application.36

The Court further held that, in any event, the Minister did not owe a duty to provide information to the applicant due to the effect of s 51A combined with s 57(3),37 as the applicant was outside of the migration zone when applying for the visa. The Court explicitly rejected the individual sections approach, stating:

Counsel for the respondent submitted that the words “in relation to the matters it deals with” mean that the decision-maker must, in each case, consider whether there is an applicable common law rule of natural justice and then examine the provisions of Subdiv AB to see whether it is expressly dealt with. … We reject this submission.38

The basis upon which the Court held that the whole division approach should be adopted was that the Explanatory Memorandum for the Amendment Act makes it plain that the Amendment Act was enacted to overcome the effect of the High Court’s decision in Miah,39 stating:

the drafters of the Explanatory Statement and the Minister could hardly have made the intention of the 2002 amendments any clearer. What was intended was that Subdiv AB provide comprehensive procedural codes which contain detailed provisions for procedural fairness but which exclude the common law natural justice hearing rule.40

2 Defending the individual sections approach over the whole division approach

The strongest argument in favour of the whole division approach is that it appears, from the Explanatory Memorandum which accompanied the Bill41 that Parliament intended to completely exclude the natural justice hearing rule.42 Whilst this is a relevant consideration,43 it is balanced by the principle that:

The words of a Minister must not be substituted for the text of the law. Particularly is this so when the intention stated by the Minister but unexpressed in the law is restrictive of the liberty of the individual. … The function of the Court is to give effect to the will of Parliament as expressed in the law.44

The whole division approach results in all common law natural justice obligations being extinguished. This is inconsistent with the principle of statutory interpretation that ‘an Act will not be construed as taking away an existing right unless its language is reasonably capable of no other construction’45.

Several factors prevent the conclusion that the language of the exhaustive clauses is capable of no other construction. First, the phrase ‘in relation to the matters it deals with’
imports a ‘more specific limitation on the scope of procedural fairness than might have been achieved by a global reference to the conduct of reviews by the Tribunal’. Further, ‘matters’ is expressed in the plural. If Parliament intended that there would only be one matter that the division dealt with (the natural justice hearing rule), it could have omitted the phrase ‘in relation to the matters it deals with’ entirely. To give effect to the words of this phrase, the ‘matters’ must be examined more closely than the whole division approach allows.

B Do the individual sections deal with only the exact text of each section, or with something more general?

This second question is only relevant when the first question is answered by rejecting the whole division approach. The cases below take as their starting point that it is the individual sections rather than the whole division which must be examined. This point becomes important when analysing the way in which some subsequent cases have misinterpreted these authorities.

1 The principal authorities

An example of the wider interpretation (the individual sections approach) can be found in Wu v MIMIA. The applicant applied twice for a visa. The Minister, in refusing the second application, placed weight on inconsistencies found between the first and second applications. The issue to be decided was whether the Minister had an obligation to inform the applicant that the two applications would be compared and invite the applicant to comment on this; it being common ground that s 57 did not apply due to ss 57(3)(a) and 57(3)(b). Hely J first held that the common law hearing rule provided an obligation on the Minister to inform the applicant and invite comment. His Honour then held that s 51A excluded that obligation. His Honour did not explicitly state what it was that s 57 ‘dealt with’, but gave his reasons as:

The legislature cannot have intended that the common law hearing rule would continue to apply in circumstances where s 57 did not require the provision of information to an applicant...

Implicit in this statement is that s 57 ‘deals with’ the topic of provision of information to an applicant, and so is an exhaustive statement of the procedural fairness requirement to provide information.

A useful contrast to this can be found in WAJR v MIMIA. The RRT found that certain documents which were crucial to the applicant’s claim were concocted for the purpose of the application. The applicant contended that procedural fairness required the Tribunal to put this to the applicant and invite him to comment on it before making its decision. French J first held that s 424A, which requires the RRT to provide certain information to applicants, did not apply as the formation of a view about evidence by the Tribunal is not ‘information’ for the purposes of the section. Secondly, his Honour held that, absent s 422B, there was a common law obligation to provide the applicant with this finding and invite him to comment on it. His Honour then considered whether s 422B excluded this common law obligation. His Honour held that as s 424A did not require the RRT to notify the applicant of this information, the section did not deal with the common law obligation to provide that particular information, and so was not an exhaustive statement of that obligation. This differs from the outcome in Wu because Hely J found, in that case, that s 57 was an exhaustive statement of the entire obligation to provide information to the applicant.

French J’s reasoning was upheld in Moradian v MIMIA. The Minister received adverse information about the applicant but did not inform him or give him a chance to respond. The information was crucial in the decision-maker’s decision to reject the application.
Section 57 imposes obligations on the decision-maker to give particulars of relevant information to the applicant and invite the applicant to respond. By s 57(3)(a) this does not apply where the visa is one which cannot be granted when the applicant is in the migration zone. As the visa which Moradian was applying for could not be granted whilst he was in the migration zone, the obligations prescribed by s 57 did not apply to the decision-maker. Gray J held that, absent s 51A, the decision-maker had a common law obligation to provide this information to Moradian. His Honour held that Moradian’s right could only be abrogated by clear words, and that, absent s 51A, there were no clear words which abrogated the right. His Honour then considered whether s 51A provided such clear words.

Under the exact text approach, the matter which s 57 deals with would be characterised as the right to receive and comment on relevant adverse information with respect to visa applications of a kind which can be granted when the applicant is in the migration zone, due to s 57(3). On this interpretation, Moradian’s situation was not ‘dealt with’ by s 57, and so s 51A would not abrogate Moradian’s pre-existing common law right to receive the adverse information. Under the individual sections approach, s 57 deals with the provision of information in relation to the application of visas. Applying this interpretation extinguishes Moradian’s common law right, as s 57 would be exhaustive for visas which can be granted, as well as visas which cannot be granted, whilst the applicant is in the migration zone.

Gray J held that he was not bound by any authority on this question. Gray J also held that, though he may have been prepared to accept that s 51A was ambiguous, the explanatory memorandum and other secondary material did not resolve the ambiguity. For these reasons Gray J returned to the fundamental principle expounded in Annetts v McCann in holding that whilst s 51A may contain ‘indirect references, uncertain inferences or equivocal considerations’, there were no ‘plain words of necessary intendment’ which excluded the principles of procedural fairness. On this basis Gray J adopted the exact text approach.

2 Mischaracterisation of these authorities

In VXDC v MIMIA the applicant claimed that common law procedural fairness required that the RRT notify him in advance of a particular adverse conclusion that it had made. Heerey J held first that s 424A did not provide such an obligation because ‘the Tribunal’s finding … was a conclusion … on the available evidence; it was not ‘information’ within the meaning of s 424A’. Heerey J then considered whether s 422B(1) excluded the common law requirement:

... 422B(1) is saying that Div 4 is dealing with procedures and that the reader will find in the division all the law about the natural justice hearing rule (that being a procedural matter) in the conduct of such reviews.

Heerey J continued, stating:

This meaning presents itself as plausible once one accepts, in the words of Lindgren J in NAQF, that it is "inconceivable that the legislature meant the displacement of the natural justice hearing rule to be co-extensive with, and not to go beyond, the precise text of the express protections of a procedural fairness kind..."

Lindgren J, however, did not use this proposition in support of the whole division approach, instead adopting the individual sections approach. Heerey J determined that:

Parliament cannot have intended that the uncertainties of the common law rules were, in some unspecified way and to some unspecified extent, to survive.
This essay will argue in Chapter III that, though the Minister may not have intended it, once it is accepted that the correct interpretation is the individual sections approach then it follows that there are some common law rules which survive. Heerey J concluded that on the facts there was no breach of the common law requirement. However, if on the facts there was a breach, Heerey J’s approach would not have found a reviewable error, whereas the individual sections approach does find an error.

A similar approach can be seen in SZEGT v MIMIA, where Edmonds J characterised the debate as being about:

… which of the competing views as to what the concluding words of s 422B(1) - ‘in relation to the matters it deals with’ - refer to: Whether they are to be confined to the exact text of the procedural fairness requirements to be found in Division 4 or whether they (the words) extend to something wider, such as all procedural aspects of the conduct of reviews by the Tribunal. The confined view is exemplified in the approach of French J in WAJR and Gray J in Moradian on the one hand, and the wider view is exemplified in the approach of Lindgren J in NAQF and Hely J in Wu on the other.

NAQF and Wu, however, rejected the proposition that the words ‘in relation to the matters it deals with’ refer to ‘all procedural aspects of the conduct of review by the Tribunal’. Nevertheless, Edmonds J appears to have chosen the ‘whole division approach’, relying on authorities which only support the ‘individual sections approach’. He was saved from making a decision that was inconsistent with the authorities that he cited only because he decided that the common law procedural fairness requirement that the applicant alleged was breached (the ‘duty to enquire’) did not exist at law.

To illustrate how this approach can result in inconsistent decisions, assume for a moment that the ‘duty to enquire’ does exist as a principle of common law procedural fairness (though at law it does not). The approach that Edmonds J took was that as Division 4 is an exhaustive statement of the natural justice hearing rule in relation to all procedural aspects of the conduct of reviews by the Tribunal, therefore the ‘duty to enquire’ that exists only as a common law principle is extinguished. According to the authorities which Edmonds J cites as supporting the wider view, however, the individual sections of Div 4 should be examined to determine whether there is any section which deals with the ‘duty to enquire’. If there is not, then the duty to enquire is not excluded by any of the sections within Div 4. Chapter III of this essay deals more specifically with how mischaracterising the authorities in this way can result in decisions being made which are not supported by the authorities. At the very least, characterising the competing interpretations as falling into the categories of ‘wide’ and ‘narrow’ has resulted in situations where the questions that the Court needs to ask itself become clouded.

3 Defending the individual sections approach over the exact text approach

If the principle that an Act should not be construed to take away existing rights unless no other construction is reasonably capable can be used to justify the individual sections approach over the whole division approach, why should it not be used to justify the exact text approach over the individual sections approach? Gray J in Moradian, citing Annetts v McCann, held in favour of the exact text approach for this very reason. The exact text approach, however, suffers from an equally fatal flaw, namely that it is inconsistent with the principle of statutory interpretation that an interpretation ... [that has] no practical utility ... should be avoided if the relevant words can bear a useful meaning, consistent with the purposes and objects of the ... Act.

In AA Pty Ltd v Australia Crime Commission, Finkelstein J held that s 59(7) of the Australian Crime Commission Act 2002 (Cth) ('the ACC Act') did not give power to the Australian Crime Commission ('the ACC') to disseminate information to the Australian
Taxation Office ('the ATO'). Section 59(7) gives the ACC power to disseminate information to a 'law enforcement agency', which is defined in s 4 of the ACC Act as being either the Australian Federal Police, a Police Force of a State, or an 'authority or person responsible for the enforcement of the laws of the Commonwealth or the States'. Finkelstein J held that the use of the definite article, 'the', in 'the laws of the Commonwealth or the States' meant that the agency, to be defined as a law enforcement agency, must be responsible for enforcing all of the laws of the Commonwealth or the States, rather than only some of them. Because the ATO is responsible for only some of them then it is not a law enforcement agency.

The Full Court overturned this finding. One of the grounds on which they rejected the proposition that 'the laws' meant 'all of the laws' was that counsel for AA Pty Ltd could not point to any authority or person within Australia, apart from the Australian Federal Police and Police Forces of the States, which has responsibility for enforcing all of the laws of the Commonwealth or the States. As the Australian Federal Police and the Police Forces of the States are already included as the first two limbs within the definition of 'law enforcement agency', the construction held by Finkelstein J had the result that the third aspect of the definition does not have 'any work to do'. The interpretation proposed by the respondents would have no practical utility.

The exact text approach suffers from the same defect. French J in WJR and Gray J in Moradian held that ss 424A and 57 only dealt with the specific obligation to provide information that those sections imposed. Under this approach, the sections do not deal with any obligation to provide information that is not required by the sections. This means that under the exact text approach, no common law obligation to provide information will ever be exhausted by the exhaustive clauses. This becomes apparent by recalling that the exhaustive clauses only come into operation when the decision-maker or Tribunal complies with the statute but breaches a common law requirement. In every such circumstance, by definition there will not be a statutory provision which provides the common law obligation, and so the common law obligation will not be extinguished. The result of this is that the exhaustive clauses are rendered nugatory, as they do not actually exhaust anything. This must be avoided if, on the language of the statute, it reasonably can be. The individual sections approach does avoid it, by allowing the sections to deal with matters more general than the precise obligations that the sections impose.

III Applying The Interpretation To Discover The Results

This Chapter examines the most common circumstances where the MRT and RRT breach common law requirements but comply with the statutory obligations and analyses which of these common law requirements still apply to the MRT and RRT. Through this analysis this chapter seeks to establish some guiding principles for determining which common law requirements are excluded and which ones still apply.

In doing so, this Chapter illustrates the different results that can occur depending on which interpretive approach is used. As the exhaustive clauses only come into operation when the statute is complied with but the common law is not, those situations will never result in the whole division approach finding a reviewable error. This is because the whole division approach results in the division itself exhausting the natural justice hearing rule in its entirety. By identifying the situations where the individual sections approach does and does not exclude the common law hearing rule, this chapter illustrates the mistakes that can occur if Courts do not distinguish between the approaches in the way that Chapter II argues they should.

This Chapter is organised into five parts: Part A analyses the common law obligation to disclose the case against the applicant, Part B analyses the common law obligation to give
an applicant the opportunity to respond to the case against himself/herself and put forward his/her own case, and Part C extracts the guiding principles which are established by the analysis contained in Parts A and B. Part D illustrates the different results that occur depending on which interpretive approach is used, and Part E concludes by demonstrating that the Courts in Lay Lat and Antipova both produced the results that this framework predicts.

A Disclosure of the case against the applicant

The rule that applicants are entitled to know the case against them in advance developed as a common law requirement because Courts recognised that the opportunity to put forward one’s own case will not constitute a fair hearing if the person who is affected by the decision does not know the case against him/her.112

1 The statutory requirements

The MRT and RRT’s statutory requirements to disclose information to the applicant are primarily prescribed by ss 359A (for the MRT) and 424A (for the RRT). These sections require the MRT and RRT to ‘give to the applicant … particulars of any information that the Tribunal considers would be the reason, or part of the reason, for affirming the decision that is under review’,113 ‘ensure … that the applicant understands why it is relevant to the review’,114 and ‘invite the applicant to comment on it’.115 Both of these sections state that they do not apply to information:

(a) that is not specifically about the applicant or another person and is just about a class of person of which the applicant or other person is a member; or

(b) that the applicant gave for the purpose of the application; or

(c) that is non-disclosable information.116

2 Common law requirements

The following three obligations that are examined are obligations which are not imposed by the Migration Act but have been, prior to operation of the exhaustive clauses, imposed by Courts upon the Tribunal on the basis of the common law natural justice hearing rule. The aim is to discover which of these survive the operation of the exhaustive clauses.

(a) Information not specifically about the applicant

As ss 359A and 424A do not apply to information that is not specifically about the applicant, there is no statutory obligation to provide this information to the applicant. The common law, though, in certain situations does impose such an obligation.

In VAAC v MIMIA,117 the RRT wrote a letter to the Afghan Consul asking it questions relevant to the review, and received a reply.118 The RRT did not disclose the letter or reply to the applicant.119 The Full Court held that whilst this did not constitute a breach of s 424A,120 it did constitute a breach of the wider natural justice obligations.121 The reason it did not breach s 424A was that it fell within the exception provided by s 424A(3)(a), as the information was not specifically about the applicant.122 The Court held that the RRT still had an obligation beyond the statutory requirements to provide the applicant with copies of the documents.123

Another example is information that is known as ‘country information’. Miah,125 the case which instigated the Amendment Act, concerned whether the RRT had an obligation to disclose information about recent elections in the applicant’s country. The High Court held
that whilst no obligation was prescribed by the Migration Act to disclose the information, an obligation did arise under the common law hearing rule.126

To determine whether the exhaustive clauses exclude this common law rule, what must be considered is whether ss 359A and 424A ‘deal with’ the common law hearing rule obligation to provide such information to the applicant.

It is possible to argue that ss 359A and 424A only deal with the Tribunals’ obligation to provide information that does not fall under one of the exceptions. Supporting this argument is the fact that the three exceptions are prefaced with the phrase: ‘This section does not apply to information …’ This is an explicit statement that the section has no application to information of the type provided in the three exceptions. On this argument, the sections are not interpreted as saying that ‘the Tribunal does not have to provide information which is not about the applicant’, but rather the sections are taken to say: ‘this section is silent as to the question of whether the Tribunal has to provide information which is not about the applicant’. As they are silent with respect to that question, it appears that the sections do not deal with the Tribunals’ obligation to disclose information of the type which it received in VAAC.127

The contrary argument is that because the sections provide that some types of information, but not others, must be provided to the applicant, then they deal with the question of whether each type of information must be provided. Parliament, through the enactment of ss 359A and 424A, has specifically turned its mind to the information contained in the exceptions. The sections, in simplified form, state that ‘information which is part of the reason for decision must be provided to the applicant, except information which is not specifically about the applicant’. From this perspective, it appears that the sections deal both with the obligation (that is imposed) to provide information which is specifically about the applicant, and with the obligation (that is not imposed) to provide information which is not specifically about the applicant.

The following hypothetical can assist in illustrating this second argument. Suppose that the sections are worded differently, and instead state that ‘information which is part of the reason for decision and is specifically about the applicant must be provided to the applicant’. Whilst this hypothetical wording imposes the same positive obligation on the Tribunals, the question of what the hypothetical sections deal with is not as clear. It could be said that they impose the obligation on the Tribunals by only ‘dealing with’ the ‘matter’ of the Tribunals’ obligation to provide information that is specifically about the applicant, and that Parliament has not turned its mind to the ‘matter’ of the Tribunals’ obligation to provide information that is not specifically about the applicant. Conversely, it could be argued that on this hypothetical wording Parliament has evinced an intention to ‘cover the field’,128 and so the hypothetical sections deal with the Tribunals’ obligation to provide both types of information. The sections as they are actually worded, however, make the answer clearer. By explicitly addressing information which is not specifically about the applicant, the sections can be taken to deal with both obligations.

Finally, it is not critical that the sections state ‘this section does not apply to information … that is not specifically about the applicant’ instead of words to the effect of ‘the Tribunal has no obligation to provide information that is not specifically about the applicant’. The latter wording appears to put the matter beyond doubt, unequivocally stating that there is no such obligation.129 As for the former wording, whilst by itself it does not remove any obligation, it now must be read alongside, and in the context of, the exhaustive clauses.130 Reading ss 359A in the context of s 357A, and s 424A in the context of s 422B, makes it likely that the obligation to provide information to the applicant that is not specifically about the applicant, as it exists at common law, is extinguished.
(b) Non-disclosable information

Another exception contained in ss 359A and 424A is that those sections do not apply to information which is ‘non-disclosable information’. The definition of ‘non-disclosable information’ in s 5 of the Migration Act includes ‘information ... whose disclosure would found an action by a person, other than the Commonwealth, for breach of confidence’.

The common law obligation to disclose information to an applicant, absent the exhaustive clauses, can still exist even where the Tribunal is presented with confidential information. This has recently been confirmed by the High Court in *VEAL v MIMIA*. In that case, the RRT received an unsolicited letter making adverse allegations about the applicant. The letter was received after the hearing but before the RRT gave its decision. The author of the letter requested that the letter be kept confidential. The RRT did not disclose the content of the letter to the applicant and stated in its reasons that it had no regard to the letter. The unanimous joint judgment held that whilst the applicant should not have been allowed to see the letter, he should have been told ‘the substance of the allegations’.

The operation of the exhaustive clauses will exclude this obligation for the same reasons as discussed above in relation to information which is not specifically about the applicant. Non-disclosable information is expressed as an exception to ss 359A and 424A in the same way as ‘information not specifically about the applicant’ is, and so the arguments are analogous.

(c) ‘Surprising conclusions’

At common law, the MRT and RRT have obligations to disclose to an applicant any adverse conclusions which the applicant would not reasonably have been aware that the Tribunal was considering (referred to here as ‘surprising conclusions’). Whilst a decision-maker is not obliged to disclose all of his/her mental processes, a breach of procedural fairness can be found where an adverse conclusion is reached which the applicant was not given an opportunity to comment on.

This obligation is often breached when a Tribunal does not inform an applicant that it suspects that a document is not genuine. In *WAEJ v MIMIA*, the applicant submitted an email to the RRT in support of his claim. The RRT stated in its reasons that the document did not appear to be genuine. The Full Court held that if the RRT suspected that the document was not authentic, then the common law principles of natural justice required the RRT to express this concern to the applicant and afford the applicant a chance to respond to it.

Absent the exhaustive clauses, the obligations outlined here exist only at common law. This is because ‘the information to which s 424A(1) (and by analogy, s 359A) applies has been distinguished from the subjective thought processes, assessments or views of the RRT’. Sections 359A and 424A can be taken, then, to deal with information that must be given to the applicant but not opinions formed by the Tribunal about that information. Such opinions are not explicitly excluded (in the way that ‘information not specifically about the applicant’ and ‘non-disclosable information’ are) but instead simply do not fall within the obligation which has been created by ss 359A and 424A. This makes it likely that Parliament cannot be taken to have turned its mind to the obligation to provide such opinions, and so therefore these sections do not deal with this obligation. The situation would be different if the sections explicitly stated that the sections did not apply to preliminary opinions of the Tribunal, or the weight that the Tribunal intends to place on certain information. Under the actual wording of the sections, though, the common law right still exists as it is not exhausted by ss 359A and 424A.
It is also possible that the statutory provisions may be interpreted to impose wider obligations as a result of the Amendment Act. In MIMIA v Awan, the Full Court had to determine whether a breach of s 359A constituted jurisdictional error (and so could still be reviewed despite the privative clause, s 474). The Court found that one of the factors which confirmed the view that a breach of s 359A did constitute jurisdictional error was that because Parliament had now indicated that the section was to be an exhaustive statement of the natural justice hearing rule (by the Amendment Act), that indicated that Parliament intended a breach of s 359A to constitute a breach of an inviolable limitation. Gray ACJ stated:

The amendment ... lends support to the ... rationale for viewing s 359A as an application of the principles of natural justice.

The emphasis is still on Parliament’s intention. But the argument is that one can discover Parliament's intention as to the meaning of sections in Part 5 Div 5 and Part 7 Div 4 of the Migration Act by reference to the Amendment Act. If this reasoning continues, it is quite possible that courts will more strictly enforce the Tribunal's statutory obligation under ss 359A(1)(b) and 424A(1)(b) to ‘ensure, as far as is reasonably practicable, that the applicant understands why it is relevant to the review’. At present, this phrase has not been interpreted to mean that the Tribunal must disclose its opinions and conclusions that it is considering. However, if courts now know, as a result of the Amendment Act, that Parliament intends this to be the exhaustive statement of the natural justice hearing rule, then courts may interpret the phrase ‘why it is relevant to the review’ to mean that ‘surprising conclusions’ must also be explained, because these are essential to explaining to an applicant the relevance of certain information. If this eventuates, then the common law obligation will be 'exhausted' by ss 359A and 424A. It will not matter, though, because the common law obligation will have informed the meaning of the statutory obligation. It will live on in a different guise.

Regardless of whether it remains as a common law obligation or is included in an expanded interpretation of the statutory obligations, it is likely that the Tribunal's obligation to give notice of 'surprising conclusions' will remain.

B The applicant’s opportunity to respond to the case against himself/herself and to put forward his/her own case

The common law natural justice hearing rule obligations with respect to the conduct of the hearing depend upon what is necessary, in the circumstances, for the person who is affected by the decision to receive ‘fairness’, or ‘avoid practical injustice’.

1 The statutory requirements

The following is a summary of the statutory requirements in relation to an applicant’s right to respond to the case against him/her and to put forward his/her own case.

An applicant is entitled to submit written arguments to the MRT and the RRT. If the Tribunal does not consider that it should decide the review in the applicant's favour on the basis of the material before it, then the applicant is entitled to appear before the Tribunal to give evidence. The notice of invitation to appear must be given to the applicant in a certain way and include certain details. If the applicant does not attend the hearing the Tribunal may make a decision based on the written submissions. Applicants may request the Tribunal to call witnesses but although the Tribunal is required to consider that request it is not required to comply with the request. During the hearing, an applicant is entitled to an interpreter, but is not entitled to be represented, or to examine or cross-examine any other person appearing before the Tribunal to give evidence. A hearing before the MRT
must, unless certain conditions are satisfied, be in public and a hearing before the RRT must be in private.\textsuperscript{161}

A request by the applicant under ss 361, 362 or 426 must genuinely be considered by the Tribunal, as opposed to merely superficially. In MIMA v Maltsin,\textsuperscript{162} the MRT member announced at the beginning of the hearing that although the case involved many complex issues, the hearing had to end in two hours due to another commitment that the member had at 4pm.\textsuperscript{163} Many of the witnesses were rushed through their evidence by the member, and some witnesses were not heard because time had run out.\textsuperscript{164} The Full Court held the MRT breached its obligation under s 361(3) to consider the applicant’s request to call witnesses.\textsuperscript{165}

Determining what the Tribunal has to do to discharge its duty under the Migration Act to provide the applicant with an oral hearing is often examined with reference to common law principles of natural justice. In MIMA v WAFJ\textsuperscript{166} the applicant applied for a protection visa under s 36 of the Migration Act. The Minister denied the request. On review by the RRT, during the oral hearing the Tribunal member was rude and sarcastic to the applicant and continually interrupted him while he was talking.\textsuperscript{167} The Full Court\textsuperscript{168} held that:

\begin{quote}
Such sarcasm and rudeness was unnecessary and unfair. ... the respondent was denied a fair hearing and, therefore, ... the review conducted by the Tribunal was not carried out according to law.\textsuperscript{169}
\end{quote}

Lee J referred to the judgment of Hill J in NAQS v MIMA\textsuperscript{170} which states:

\begin{quote}
The Act does not contemplate that the Tribunal will merely engage in a pretence. ... What happened in the present case is, in my view, so extreme that the only conclusion open to me is that the Tribunal did not conduct a review at all. It interrupted the applicant and did not permit the applicant to give explanations. It refused the applicant the opportunity of calling witnesses.\textsuperscript{171}
\end{quote}

The conclusion reached was that the hearing did not comply with the statutory provisions.\textsuperscript{172} This was determined, however, by reference to common law principles. The Tribunals were found in WAFJ and NAQS to have, at the very least, not complied with s 425(1), which states:

\begin{quote}
The Tribunal must invite the applicant to appear before the Tribunal to give evidence and present arguments relating to the issues arising in relation to the decision under review.
\end{quote}

If that sentence were to be read literally, it appears that the Tribunals in WAFJ and NAQS did everything they were required to do. The Courts found, though, that the Tribunals’ conduct did not fairly give the applicant an opportunity to give evidence and present arguments.\textsuperscript{173}

This is an important observation because, as discussed above in relation to ‘surprising conclusions’,\textsuperscript{174} the expansion of the statutory obligations achieved by analysing them in the context of the common law obligations may become more common as a result of Parliament’s statement that the statutory provisions are an exhaustive statement of the natural justice hearing rule. This means that there will be obligations, such as the ‘surprising conclusions’ obligation and the obligation outlined here to ‘not merely engage in a pretence’, which find their genesis in the common law but will nonetheless survive the operation of the exhaustive clauses by being understood by courts as being necessary for the proper operation of Part 5 Div 5 and Part 7 Div 4 of the Migration Act.

Two common law natural justice requirements relating to the conduct of an oral hearing are examined here. The question of whether an oral hearing is necessary at all is not examined

\section*{2 The common law requirements

Two common law natural justice requirements relating to the conduct of an oral hearing are examined here. The question of whether an oral hearing is necessary at all is not examined
because it is unusual for this to be an issue under the Migration Act. This is due to the fact that ss 360 (for the MRT) and 425 (for the RRT) provide an applicant with the right to appear before the Tribunal. The more critical questions arise when considering how the hearing must be conducted.

(a) What happens when the Tribunal causes an applicant to wrongly believe that it accepts a particular argument, has read a particular document, or will contact a particular person?

There are a multitude of different ways in which the Tribunal’s conduct at the hearing can result in an applicant not being given a fair opportunity to present his/her case or respond to the case against him/her.

The first of these is where the Tribunal gives the applicant the impression that the Tribunal accepts one or more of the applicant’s arguments. The result can be that the applicant, believing the argument has been accepted, does not present it as fully as he/she would if he/she knew that the matter was in dispute. In NAAG of 2002 v MIMIA,175 the applicant had applied for a protection visa. An important part of her claim was that she had been raped whilst in detention in Iran and that the reason she was raped was because she opposed the ruling regime.176 During the hearing, she experienced difficulty in giving evidence about this through her male interpreter (she had requested a female interpreter).177 The RRT member told the applicant that she need not continue as ‘at this stage I have no intention of asking you any questions about what happened to you in detention’.178 The applicant asked whether that meant that her claims ‘were acceptable’.179 The RRT member said to her:

At this stage they are acceptable. ... If I did have any concerns later I will write to you and give you an opportunity to respond in writing. But at this stage I'm prepared to accept what you say happened.180

The RRT, in deciding the case against the applicant, stated in its reasons that whilst it was satisfied that the applicant was raped, it was not satisfied that she was raped due to the fact that she opposed the ruling regime.181 The RRT, in relation to the sexual assault, stated:

... the Tribunal finds that this was a deeply unfortunate but ad hoc, opportunistic act by the person in question, not indicative of how her participation in the demonstration was regarded.182

The Full Court183 held that the RRT had an obligation to give the applicant an opportunity to respond to this, because the Tribunal member stated that the RRT would write to the applicant if it had any concerns about the evidence given about the rape.184 The Court stated:

The Tribunal, however, deprived the appellant of the opportunity of giving oral evidence about the full circumstances of the rape, and thereby deprived her of the opportunity to place her case fully before it. The appellant might have made submissions, designed to focus the mind of the Tribunal on the political aspects of the rape.185

MIMIA v S154186 provides a useful contrast to this. The Tribunal member of the RRT, immediately after the applicant had made a certain claim, stated to the applicant: ‘Ok. I don’t need to ask you any further question about that particular incident.’187 The High Court188 held that whilst a lawyer might consider that to mean that the RRT had accepted the claim, the relevant question is what the applicant would have interpreted the statement to mean.189 By examining the transcript of the hearing the Court found that the applicant did not take it to mean that the RRT accepted the claim, and in fact later gave more evidence relating to the claim.190 This meant that the applicant was not denied an opportunity to present her case.191

A denial of natural justice can also occur when the Tribunal wrongly represents to the applicant that it has a certain document or documents.192 This can cause the applicant to not put forward the evidence contained in the documents because he/she does not think that
it is necessary. If he/she knew the truth (that the Tribunal does not in fact have the documents) then he/she could have made submissions relating to the information contained in the documents. This representation can deny an applicant the opportunity to fairly put forward his/her case.

A final example of this type of common law hearing rule is where the Tribunal indicates that it will contact the applicant or another person after the hearing and then does not. Again, the key consideration is whether this conduct denied the applicant the opportunity to fairly present his/her case. In NAFF of 2002 v MIMIA,193 the RRT stated at the end of the hearing that it would write a letter to the applicant containing questions about inconsistencies in the applicant’s evidence, giving the applicant a chance to respond to these concerns.194 The RRT did not write such a letter to the applicant and instead dismissed the application.195 The High Court interpreted the Tribunal member’s comments to mean that at the end of the hearing, she did not think that the requirements of s 425 had been complied with.196 If she later changed her mind, she needed to write to the applicant telling him that he would no longer have the opportunity that he had been promised.197

A useful contrast to this case is Re MIMIA; Ex parte Lam198 where the Department wrote to Mr Lam asking for the contact details of his children’s carer so that it could contact the carer.199 The Department received the contact details, but did not contact the carer.200 The Department cancelled Mr Lam’s visa.201 The High Court held that Mr Lam was not denied an opportunity to put forward any arguments and so no breach of natural justice was caused by the Department’s actions.202

All of these common law natural justice obligations are likely to remain. This is because there are no sections in Part 5 Div 5 or Part 7 Div 4 which deal with unexpected actions of this type by the Tribunal. The divisions address and regulate the ordinary course of a hearing. There are, however, a large number of unexpected things that the Tribunal can do to prevent the applicant from having a fair opportunity to present his/her case. Three of these have formed the foundation for the immediately preceding discussion. This type of conduct by the Tribunal is not considered by the Migration Act because it is not conduct which should occur in the ordinary course of a hearing, but occurs because Tribunal members, like all humans, are fallible.

It is useful to recall the discussion throughout this Chapter regarding how the provisions in Part 5 Div 5 and Part 7 Div 4 of the Migration Act have begun to, and may continue to, be interpreted as statutory enactments of the common law, thereby providing broader obligations than their plain words indicate.203 In order to comply with ss 360 or 425, the Tribunal is likely to be required not simply to invite the applicant to appear before it to give evidence and present arguments, but to do so fairly (as was the case in WAFJ204 and NAQF,205 discussed above).206 If this continues, then ss 360 and 425 will deal with matters of the type discussed in the immediately preceding passages, and so will exhaust those common law requirements. The requirements will still exist, though, as implied in the statutory requirements.

(b) Is legal representation required at an oral hearing?

In WABZ v MIMIA207 the Full Court208 considered whether the applicant was denied procedural fairness because the RRT refused to allow her solicitor to represent her at the hearing.209 Their Honours first held that at common law the applicant had a natural justice hearing rule right to a solicitor to represent her.210 Their Honours then considered what effect s 427(6) of the Migration Act had on that common law right.211 French and Lee JJ stated:
An applicant so appearing is ‘not entitled ... to be represented before the Tribunal by any other person’. But that is a statement about entitlements. It does not exclude the rules of procedural fairness insofar as they may require representation in the circumstances of a particular case.212

The common law right to legal representation, where it exists, is likely to be excluded by the exhaustive clauses. This is because ss 366A and 427(6), which provide that an applicant is not entitled to be represented, specifically deal with the question of an applicant's entitlement to representation. Absent the exhaustive clauses, it is open to interpret these sections as merely stating that ‘this Act does not create a positive obligation on the Tribunal to allow an applicant to be represented, but any common law obligation may exist’ as the Full Court did in WABZ. However, when they are read in the context of the exhaustive clauses, as they now must be, it is clear that Parliament's intention must be taken as excluding an applicant's right at common law to representation at the hearing, whatever the circumstances.

C Guiding principles

From the analysis undertaken in this Chapter, there are certain guiding principles that can be extracted. Consider a fact situation where, absent the exhaustive clauses, the statute is complied with but a common law natural justice hearing rule obligation is not. It is these situations which will be affected by the operation of the exhaustive clauses. The two questions which need to be asked are:

(1) since Parliament has enacted the Amendment Act stating that the division is an exhaustive statement of the natural justice hearing rule, can we now interpret what was previously only a breach of a common law natural justice hearing rule obligation as a breach of a particular section in the division?

(2) if the answer to question (1) is no, then is there any section in the division which ‘deals with’ a topic that includes the particular common law obligation that has not been complied with?

It is hard to predict how question (1) will be answered in each and every case. From the analysis in this chapter it appears likely that ss 360 and 425 will be interpreted to cover, in general, a fair oral hearing. This means, for example, that if the Tribunal is rude, sarcastic and continually interrupts the applicant, or causes an applicant to wrongly believe that it accepts a particular argument, has read a particular document or will contact a particular person, then this conduct may now be interpreted to be a breach of ss 360 or 425. Similarly, a failure to disclose ‘surprising conclusions’ may now constitute breaches of the obligation under ss 359A(1)(b) and 424A(1)(b) to ‘ensure, as far as is reasonably practicable, that the applicant understands why [the information that is being disclosed] is relevant to the review’.

If, however, the particular common law obligation breached has not been subsumed in any section in the Migration Act, then an examination must be made as to whether there is a section which ‘deals with’ a topic that includes the common law obligation. Where the statute provides an identical obligation to the common law obligation that has been breached, then the exhaustive clauses need not be examined: it can immediately be determined that the Tribunal has breached the statute. In examining the exhaustive clauses, then, the two most common situations which we are faced with are, first, where the statute provides an obligation which is similar to, but does not actually subsume, the obligation that has been breached, and second, where the statute states explicitly or by necessary implication that the Tribunal has no obligation to comply with the common law obligation which has been breached.
The first of these situations can be illustrated by re-examining the cases where the Tribunal comes to surprising conclusions, continually interrupts the applicant, or causes the applicant to believe something which is false. It was argued above that these may fall within expanded statutory obligations, in which case they will survive in statutory form. However, if it is decided that they do not fall within an expanded interpretation of the statute, then it is likely that under the individual sections approach the statute does not deal with them, and so the common law obligation remains.

The second of these situations is where a section mentions the common law obligation that has been breached, but does so only to state that the Tribunal does not have such an obligation. There are two ways in which a section can do this. First, it can simply state that the Tribunal has no obligation to do a certain thing. Examples discussed above are ss 366A and 427(6)(a) which provide that an applicant may not be represented before the MRT and RRT. Absent the exhaustive clauses, such a section can be taken simply to say that ‘the Tribunal has no obligation to allow the applicant to be represented’. It has been held that, absent the exhaustive clauses, this simply means that the statute does not create that obligation but does not mean that the statute excludes the common law obligation.\textsuperscript{218} When read alongside the exhaustive clauses, however, using the individual sections approach, the section must now be understood as meaning ‘the Tribunal has no obligation to allow the applicant to be represented, and this section is an exhaustive statement of the Tribunal’s obligation to do so’. This necessarily implies that the common law obligation is excluded.

Second, the common law obligation can be specifically excepted from the obligation created by the statute. The relevant examples discussed above are those concerning information that is not specifically about the applicant and non-disclosable information.\textsuperscript{219} Sections 359A and 424A provide that certain information must be given to the applicant, but the sections create exceptions for information not specifically about the applicant and non-disclosable information. These sections are harder to analyse than ss 366A and 427(6)(a) above, because the ‘representation’ sections state simply that the applicant is not entitled to representation. Sections 359A and 424A differ in that they state that the sections themselves do not apply to the types of information outlined in the exceptions. This distinction, whilst important, is not critical to the outcome. This is because when read together with the exhaustive clauses, it still should be found, under the individual sections approach, that the sections ‘deal with’ the obligation to provide the types of information contained in the exceptions.

\textbf{D The errors which can be caused by not using the ‘individual sections’ approach}

Where a section can be found which, as interpreted, subsumes the common law obligation, then all three approaches will hold that the common law obligation is excluded, but that an identical statutory obligation exists. In this situation, there is no difference in the result of the case no matter which interpretive approach is used.

Where no section can be found which completely subsumes the common law obligation, this essay identifies three different circumstances in which the result will depend, to some extent, on which of the interpretive approaches discussed is applied.

Where a section imposes an obligation which does not include a common law obligation, and makes no mention of that common law obligation, then it cannot be said to ‘deal with’ a topic that includes that obligation. In these situations, the exact text approach will produce the same result as the individual sections approach (the common law obligation will not be excluded), but the whole division approach will exclude all common law obligations including that one (because under the whole division approach, the entire natural justice hearing rule is exhausted by Part 5 Div 5 and Part 7 Div 4).
Where a section states that the Tribunal has no obligation to do a particular thing, all three approaches produce the same result. Even if a section only ‘deals with’ the exact text of the section, the exact text of these sections is that the MRT and RRT have no obligation to do the particular thing. And the whole division approach, it has been noted, excludes all common law obligations.

Where a section states that the Tribunal has an obligation which would ordinarily include a particular common law obligation, but this common law obligation is an exception, then both the individual sections and whole division approaches reach the result that the common law obligation is excluded. The exact text approach, however, following Gray J’s reasoning in Moradian, would find that these sections only ‘deal with’ the Tribunal’s obligation to give information which is specifically about the applicant and is classified as disclosable information. As to the question of whether the Tribunal has an obligation to provide the information outlined in the exceptions, the exact text approach finds that the sections do not exclude the obligations which exist in the common law.

**E  Applying this analysis to Lay Lat and Antipova**

On 12 May 2006, two judgments were delivered by the Full Court of the Federal Court. The cases were MIMIA v Lay Lat and SZCIJ v MIMIA. Both cases adopted the whole division approach. One may have been excused for thinking that this would put the debate to rest, but exactly a week later Gray J delivered judgment in Antipova v MIMIA, adopting the exact text approach and explicitly refusing to follow Lay Lat and SZCIJ.

Analysing the facts of these cases through the framework proposed by this essay shows that the decisions of Lay Lat and Antipova are consistent with this proposed framework. The guiding principles summarised in Part C of this chapter produce the same result as the Court in each of these two cases. SZCIJ, however, was in my view incorrectly decided.

The facts of Lay Lat are set out above in Chapter II, Part A, Division 1 of this essay. Relevantly, in adopting the whole division approach the Court made the following remark:

‘The intention to exclude the common law rules in the present case is especially plain when s 51A(1) is read with s 57(3). The Legislature could hardly have intended to provide the full panoply of common law natural justice to visa applicants who are required to be outside Australia when the visa is granted, while conferring a more limited form of statutory protection upon onshore applicants.’

This is correct, but it should not lead to the view that procedural fairness must be excluded in all cases. Section 57(3) states:

(3) This section does not apply in relation to an application for a visa unless:

(a) the visa can be granted when the applicant is in the migration zone; and ...

The effect of s 57(3) is that the obligation to provide information to applicants outside of the migration zone has been specifically excepted from the obligation created by the statute to provide information to applicants generally. Under the individual sections approach this results in the section ‘dealing with’ the Minister’s obligation to provide information to applicants both inside and outside of the migration zone. Due to s 51A(1), the section is an exhaustive statement of that obligation, and so the Minister is not required to provide information to people outside of the migration zone.

SZCIJ v MIMIA relies entirely on the reasoning of Lay Lat. The applicant’s complaint in SZCIJ, however, was that the RRT ‘made findings on a number of matters which it did not put to her’. This is characterised above in Part A, Division 2(c) of this chapter as ‘surprising conclusions’. The Court in SZCIJ found that:
For the reasons given in Lay Lat at [59]-[67] we hold that the common law natural justice hearing rule did not apply.229

It has been argued in this essay that the obligation to disclose ‘surprising conclusions’ survives the exhaustive clauses, and it is my view that due to the different complaints which were made in Lay Lat and SZCIJ, the result from Lay Lat cannot be superimposed onto the facts of SZCIJ without a detailed analysis of the sections contained in the Migration Act. My conclusion is only valid, of course, if the individual sections approach is accepted over the whole division approach, and Chapter II of this essay explains why I think it must be.

Antipova v MIMIA230 provides a useful contrast. The applicant claimed that she was denied procedural fairness by the MRT because, first, it imposed a time limit on the hearing and continually interrupted her whilst she was giving evidence, secondly, it misled her about the issue to be decided, and thirdly, it failed to inform her that it did not propose to give any weight to a letter which she had tendered on the basis that it was unsigned.231

Gray J first held that s 360(1) of the Act had not been complied with, as the applicant had not been allowed ‘to appear before the Tribunal to give evidence and present arguments relating to the issues arising in relation to the decision under review’.232 His Honour then considered what the situation would be if the MRT’s conduct in this case could not be classified as a breach of s 360.233 His Honour held that s 357A would not exclude the common law obligations which have been breached by the MRT, stating:

The present case is relatively easy. No provision of Div 5 deals with the imposition of time limits on the hearings of the Tribunal. Unless it be s 360(1), no provision deals with the process by which evidence is adduced at a Tribunal hearing. There is certainly no provision dealing with the ‘matter’ of a Tribunal member interrupting answers to question. No provision gives the Tribunal member a right to control and censor the evidence given by refusing to hear what the applicant for review wishes to say.234

One might suggest that s 360 deals with the conduct of the MRT at the hearing, and so is exhaustive of the MRT’s procedural fairness obligations with respect to its conduct at the hearing. According to the framework proposed in this essay, however, either s 360 subsumes the common law obligations (in which case the MRT has breached s 360) or s 360 provides an obligation which is similar to, but does not actually include the common law obligations which the MRT breached, in which case s 360 does not deal with those common law obligations. Either way, the obligations survive the exhaustive clauses.

Gray J concludes by addressing the ‘observations, which are clearly obiter’235 made by the Full Court in Lay Lat on the effect of s 51A. He states:

The obiter remarks in Lay Lat are entitled to great respect, appearing as they do in a considered judgment of a Full Court, but I cannot bring myself to accept that they are correct.

Whilst the reasoning in Lay Lat and Antipova is very different, both cases produce the results which are predicted by the guiding principles outlined in Part C of this chapter.

IV Conclusion

Chapter II of this essay argued that the individual sections approach should be preferred over the whole division and exact text approaches. Given this conclusion, Chapter III examined the way in which the exhaustive clauses have modified the obligations of the MRT and RRT to afford procedural fairness to visa applicants.

Certain guidelines have been extracted to determine, under the individual sections approach, whether a section ‘deals with’ a common law obligation. The courts’ willingness to
expand the statutory obligations by reading them in the light of the common law will be critical to how this area of the law develops. If courts prove reluctant to do this, it will be the grammatical wording of the statutory obligations that will determine the outcome of many cases. Under the individual sections approach:

(1) where a section provides an obligation which is similar to, but does not actually subsume, the common law obligation that has been breached then the section will not deal with that common law obligation and so the obligation will remain;

(2) where a section states that the Tribunal does not have a particular obligation, then the section does deal with a topic that includes the obligation mentioned and so excludes it; and

(3) where a section states that the Tribunal has a positive obligation, but explicitly excludes from that positive obligation a particular common law obligation, then the section does deal with a topic that includes that particular common law obligation and so excludes it.

In many cases it can be seen that whether a common law obligation exists depends only on the way that a certain statutory obligation is expressed. For example, ss 359A and 424A currently state that ‘information must be disclosed except information not about the applicant’. This means those sections fall into the third category listed above, and so any common law obligation to provide information not about the applicant is excluded. However, if the sections stated that ‘information which is about the applicant must be disclosed’, then even though that wording creates the same positive obligation on the Tribunal as the actual wording does, this hypothetical wording would place the section in the first category listed above when we consider whether information not about the applicant must be disclosed. It cannot be said with certainty that Parliament has intended, in the hypothetical case, to exclude information not about the applicant and so the section does not ‘deal with’ that obligation.

This essay has also illustrated that the exact text and whole division approaches can produce different results from the individual sections approach. Where sections are interpreted more broadly to include common law obligations, then the three approaches will produce identical results: the common law obligation will be excluded but the obligation will be subsumed in the statutory obligation. However, in two of the three grammatical wordings listed above in this chapter, one of the exact text and whole division approaches produces a different result from the individual sections approach. In the first, the whole division approach excludes the common law obligation whilst the individual sections and exact text approaches do not. In the second, all three approaches exclude the common law obligation. In the third, the individual sections and whole division approaches exclude the common law obligation whilst the exact text approach does not.
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